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COALITION FOR A SAFER WEB DEMANDS ACTION AGAINST THE
“TELEGRAM” WHITE NATIONALIST/ANTI- SEMITIC/ANTI-BLACK
RIOT INCITEMENT APP
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Washington, D.C. (June 3, 2020): The Coalition for a Safer Web (CSW)
(www.coalitionsw.org) – a non-partisan, not-for-profit organization based in Washington,
D.C., called on Apple and Samsung to deny the TELEGRAM application (app) access to
its mobile device app stores so long as TELEGRAM serves as the preferred neoNazi/white nationalist communications channel fanning anti-Semitic and anti-black
incitement during the current wave of protests across America.
Since the outbreak of demonstrations in the wake of George Floyd’s murder in
Minneapolis last week, CSW has been closely monitoring white supremacist/neo- Nazi
communications on all social media platforms, including encrypted end-to-end
applications such as Facebook’s WhatsApp, Signal, TELEGRAM, and others.
Our research reveals a torrent of incitement and anti-Semitic hate content also
encouraging African Americans and other minorities to engage in violent “actions”
against Jewish-owned shops. More insidiously, white supremacists groups are threading
a narrative in their postings asserting Jews are instigating the unrest – a message
promoted also by social media postings attributable to the Black Hebrew Israelites, who
also use TELEGRAM to incite black-on-Jew hatred and violence.
The TELEGRAM APP is not the only encrypted end-to-end preferred means of
exhortation by anti-Semitic and anti-Black extremist groups, but it has become the most
utilized by them. In addition to unencrypted postings by extremists CSW has also found
that TELEGRAM’s encryption capacity has enabled extremist groups to use information
from police monitors to help direct their supporters to instigate violence where police
presence is minimal, if non-existent.
In today’s Washington Post CSW’s TELEGRAM research was highlighted, citing our
identification of a trending hashtag “#DC Blackout” which utilizes derogatory anti Black
and anti-Jewish incitement to provoke violence.
TELEGRAM would largely remain a relatively obscure web-based bulletin board without
its encryption technology – utilized on any given day by approximately 300 million users

– testament to its power in the social media marketplace. TELEGRAM’s United Arab
Emirates-based management turns a blind eye to these extremist fringe accounts with full
knowledge of their existence and lethality.
For example, TELEGRAM enables global neo-Nazi groups to link up in encrypted
exchanges. Dubbing themselves “The Terrogram” these groups are highly connected,
sharing outlandish tropes intended to promote a race war in the U.S. Several of these
groups running roughshod on TELEGRAM include Atomwaffen Division (which is
responsible for committing deadly acts of domestic terrorism), the White World Union of
National Socialists (see one of their TELEGRAM postings, below), and an all-too-long
list of so-called “pop-up” extremists groups which emerge from their encrypted hiding
places to incite others to engage in violence while cowardly sitting at their computers.
TELEGRAM’s owner – the shadowy Russian-born Pavel Durov and part of his
management team are headquartered in Dubai in the United Arab Emirates following
stints in Dublin and Singapore.
TELEGRAM is not funded by its subscribers, but by its founders and shadowy
investors who savor TELEGRAM’s role as a platform free of US or other government
regulation or accept any duty of care to moderate its role as THE preferred extremist
incitement APP.
Given TELEGRAM’s ability to elude regulation (including it being shielded from U.S.
regulation under Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act (CDA)) from content
liability, the American people cannot afford to enable TELEGRAM’s management to
continue to operate without sanction and consequence.
CSW is announcing the launch of a new public advocacy campaign -- urging major iOS
mobile phone device manufacturers (i.e., Apple) and Android mobile phone device
manufacturers (Samsung) to bar the TELEGRAM app from their respective “app stores”
until TELEGRAM’s management adopts a code of conduct barring extremist
accounts and communications and evidences technical intent to enforce such a code
of conduct..
•

TELEGRAM and the United Arab Emirates & Other TELEGRAM Locales:
CSW also calls on the Trump Administration and the American Jewish community to
place pressure on the Government of the United Arab Emirates to force TELEGRAM’s
management to end its tolerance of accounts which promote anti-Semitic. African
American, minorities, and Islamophobic incitement. The UAE’s leadership -- which has
developed very positive ties with American Jews -- must hear from the American Jewish
community that a facilitator of global anti-Semitism is based in its country and should be
prohibited from enabling the UAE to become a haven of extremist hospitality. The same
holds true for other nations where TELEGRAM operates, including the UK.

Amb. Marc Ginsberg, President of CSW stated:
“When social media platforms such as TELEGRAM knowingly facilitate acts of
incitement and extremism, they no longer deserve to be shielded from content liability
under Section 230 of the communications Decency Act.
Neither should TELEGRAM’s owner and part of its management be accorded the
hospitality of a foreign ally such as the United Arab Emirates, which has been a force
for good against Islamic extremism and a friend of the American Jewish community.
Jewish and African American victims of TELEGRAM’s extremist incitement deserve
justice in the form of a new strategy to hold it accountable – and the UAE can help.
No social media channel should remain out of reach from accountability for fostering
global extremist violence!”
Set forth below are representative TELEGRAM interceptions by CSW’s VP for Content
Moderation Eric Feinberg in the past few days, which reflects the tip of the TELEGRAM
extremist iceberg:
https://t.me/CatholicNazi
https://t.me/boogiewoogieshitmayne
https://t.me/nggrz
https://t.me/aussiesurvival/4180
https://t.me/aussiesurvival
https://t.me/justwhitegoyimthings
https://t.me/JackDawkins
https://t.me/whatchadoinrabbi
https://t.me/KikeFreeOC
https://t.me/Sniper_Tower
https://t.me/AbolishLice
https://t.me/FellowNationalist
https://t.me/EconomicHitList
https://t.me/CatholicNazi
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https://t.me/ProudBoysOfficial
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